Cloud Calling Readiness Assessment
Cloud-delivered Unified Communications as a
Service (UCaaS) platforms include the same UC
services along with the flexibility you need to run
your business.

Today’s ever-changing business requirements
have many organizations looking for more
flexibility from their communication tools. Moving
to cloud delivered Unified Communications
provides flexibility in many ways, including
allowing managed services professionals to
manage the tools and support end users. But,
moving to a cloud-based solution is not as easy
as flipping a switch. Careful planning needs to
take place to make sure you choose the right
solution with the right features and a wellthought-out migration plan.

Performing an assessment before moving to
a cloud calling solution will help ensure you
receive the following benefits from your
move:
•
•
•

Cloud Calling Readiness Assessment
Logicalis Cloud Calling Readiness Assessment
is a no-cost offering that helps you review your
calling needs to determine the best options to
move to a cloud solution. Led by a certified
Unified Communication Solution Architect, this
assessment will review your current
environment, user requirements and cost
models to deliver a cloud calling design and
migration plan.

•

•

Minimizing migration disruptions with an
easy user and admin experience.
Maximizing the value of existing
investments for greater ROI.
Providing interoperability with Webex
Calling, Cisco UCM on-premises and
third-party PBXs to optimize calling
options across your organization.
Providing simplified purchasing and
licensing with the Cisco Collaboration
Flex Plan, as well as generous trade-in
incentives.
Supporting other Cisco UC apps
including Webex Teams, Webex
Meetings, Cisco Unity Connection,
Cisco Jabber and Contact Center.

The assessment will include the following:

Access Current
State

Analyze Data

Create Cloud
Calling Design

Executive
Presentation

• Kickoff
• Understand
business priorities
• Determine current
state (data
collection tool)
• Capture any
additional
feedback

• Identify key
takeaways
• Translate data into
a recommendation
• Determine
roadmap /
migration strategy
• Follow up on any
missing data

• Create the solution
(Bill of Materials)
• Estimate service
(professional and
managed)
• Determine Total
Cost of Ownership
(TCO)

• Present findings to
the executive team
• Present the
solution alignment
with business
priorities.
• Review high level
roadmap/migration
plan
• Provide pricing and
TCO

Assessment Deliverables
Once the assessment is complete, the solution architect and your Logicalis Account Executive (AE) will present
their findings. The assessment presentation will review your objectives and challenges, assess your specific
situation, and provide a recommended roadmap that includes an implementation plan, a suggested timeline, and an
estimate of what an implementation may cost.

Logicalis: Your Unified Communications and cloud partner
Logicalis, one of just five Cisco Global Gold partners, can help your organization make a smooth migration from onpremises Cisco UCM—or any other communication and collaboration tool—to the cloud at a pace that aligns with
your business strategy.
We’ll help you plan and manage the migration, find the best connections to the data centers and perform a
complete analysis to ensure you’re achieving maximum ROI.
Following your migration, we’ll continue to work closely with Cisco to ensure maximum agility, reliability and
scalability and that new features and upgrades are completed without disrupting your business.

What can we do for your organization?
Contact Logicalis to learn how we can help.
Visit
www.us.Logicalis.com
Call
866-456-4422

